bakeries and the
confectionery industry

hygiene
and safety
The bread factory, the belt-oven bakers,
the baking oven; everywhere where bread
products and confectionery are being
made, hygiene - besides safety and quality
- plays a lead role and specific criteria apply
to the working environment. Certainly
concerning the floors. Stringent HACCP
regulations, heavy loads and the use of
high pressure water blasters and cleansing
agents are important factors here.
For each function and space within
bakeries and the confectionery industry,
Bolidt offers a broad assortment of floor
systems and wall finishes. Bolidt is thus
a frequently sought-after partner for
businesses in this segment of the food
industry. They can trust that, thanks to
the expertise and more than 50 years of
experience of Bolidt, the floors comply
with the most stringent hygiene and
safety criteria.
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all expertise
under one roof
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(Re-)building a production location for
bakeries or the confectionery industry is
teamwork. Bolidt is, hereby, an in-demand
team player for innovative, hygienic and
safe floor systems. Bolidt has all expertise
in house and unburdens clients where
possible. Bolidt can handle all parts of
the synthetic systems supply chain; from
development, production, advice and
sale to application and maintenance.
Everything under one roof. Just as
important; Bolidt thinks extensively along
with customers.

without this reducing our flexibility. Bolidt
has a 24/7 mentality and prefers to draft a
timetable that is feasible for all concerned.
Bolidt is committed to deadlines.

From beginning to end
The unique integrated supply chain
enables Bolidt to be a partner who shares
ideas, advises and tackles challenges.
Bolidt knows the applicable standards
and is therefore able to share ideas
about materials, durability, aesthetics,
functional requirements, certifications
and maintenance. But also concerning
specific customer requirements such as
mechanical and chemical resistance, the
Bolidt specialists like to share their ideas
with you.

Specialised application teams
Not only the synthetic Bolidt floor
systems are of an exceptionally high
quality. The Bolidt specialists are just
as important. In the laboratory and in
the modern own production facilities,
committed professionals work daily on the
development and production of innovative
and durable floor systems. A professional
application of floor systems in bakeries
and the confectionery industry is ensured
by our own specialised application teams.
These are fixed teams of well trained
and very experienced staff who are
completely specialised in the application
and maintenance of Bolidt floor and wall
systems in production locations in bakeries
and the confectionery industry.

A promise is a promise
Besides valuable and professional
advice, the planning and logistics of the
application of the floor and wall finishes
are just as important. That is why “a
promise is a promise” counts for Bolidt,

Own production, flexible
possibilities
Bolidt has its own, modern production
facilities where floor systems are produced
with the utmost care. The important
advantage of this for the customer is that
Bolidt can always respond quickly and
adequately to specific wishes.
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quality
as basis
The basis of all Bolidt systems consists
of thermosetting synthetic material
based on polymers. This material with
special characteristics, is developed
by Bolidt for floor and wall finishing.
Depending on the specific application,
space and surroundings, Bolidt adjusts
the composition of the synthetic material.
The Bolidt floor systems have a number of
important features.
Pore-free and anti-slip
Bolidt floor systems are applied seamlessly
and are pore-free. Through this, bacteria
do not get the chance to germinate. Due
to the excellent scratch resistance, this
protection is guaranteed.
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The impermeability prevents further
that hazardous substances can enter
the layer beneath. The finishes also join
the floor seamlessly. Coved skirtings and
corners, and drains flow into the floor
surface, walls and columns. Durable
anti-slip finishes guarantee safety in both
wet and dry conditions. Maintenance is
straightforward and cleaning is easy.
Chemically resistant
The bread factory, the belt-oven bakers,
the baking oven; everywhere where
bread and confectionery are being made,
hygiene plays a lead role and specific
criteria apply to the working environment.
Certainly concerning the floors.

Stringent HACCP regulations, heavy
loads and the use of high pressure
water blasters and cleansing agents are
important factors here. The Bolidt floors
are chemically-resistant such that working
with flour, vegetable greases, cacao
butter and sugar, which can even harm
concrete, is problem-free.
Specific hygiene demands
Bolidt knows the various production
processes within bakeries and the
confectionery industry and the
corresponding hygiene demands. There
where in bakeries bread products are
heated to 200 degrees Celsius in a closed
space, the risk of contamination is much
less than at the pastry bakers. Here the
process is cold and sometimes involves
including meat in the bakery products.
The different hygiene risks all place
different demands on the floor solutions.

Durable
Each space in a production location
gets its own floor system. By tuning the
system to the specific use of it, a long
service life is guaranteed.
Flexibility guaranteed
With a view to extensions, innovations
and changes, flexibility is very important.
Spatial adjustments in buildings and
the interior design are the order of the
day. This places special requirements on
the floors; these must be easy to repair
and simple to extend. With a Bolidt
maintenance contract, there is always
room for changes and adjustments.
The fast drying time ensures that the
production process is only interrupted for
as short as possible. Perfect flexibility in
combination with lower lifecycle costs!
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functional
and attractive
When developing the synthetic floor
systems, we tend to pay all attention to
the functional requirements. Floors in
present-day bread factories, warm bakeries
and the confectionery industry must,
of course, be strong, non-slip, durable,
hygienic and easy to clean and maintain,
but appearance can also be important.
Bolidt offers a lot of choices as far as this is
concerned.
Wide-ranging technical
possibilities
Dough machines, ovens, floor plates
to bridge the temperature differences;
the floor forms the logistics centre in
this sector. Bread, flour, grain, sugars,
glucose, cacao butter, cream. Large or
small; each baker has his own working
space, kitchen and floor. Bolidt goes far
in the technical domain and always has
the right floor solution available for the
bakers’ businesses and confectionery
manufacturers.
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Functional under all conditions
In each phase of the production of bread
products and confectionery, floors have

specific functions. Unloading, storage,
preparation, baking, cooling down,
packaging, shipping; Bolidt has seamless,
strong and non-slip floor finishes
available for each space.
Resistant to ....everything
The Bolidt synthetic floors for bread
factories and the confectionery industry
are impermeable, pore-free and resistant
to chemicals. Therefore, they are
optimally resistant to all ingredients used.
Forklift trucks can be driven and pallets
can be shoved on the floors without
problems in the shipping and packaging
spaces. Bolidt always offers the right floor
solution.
Minimal maintenance
The Bolidt floor systems are known
for their durability. Due to the optimal
structure of the floor surface and the
absence of protective films or layers on
Bolidt floor systems, maintenance and
cleaning are very easy.
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low-maintenance
and durable
To evaluate an investment in synthetic floor
systems for production locations in bread
factories and the confectionery industry
properly, it is important to look beyond
the initial investment. A lower initial
investment is worth less if major costs soon
follow for professional maintenance and
expensive repairs. The service life must also
be considered.
Looking far ahead
Concerning maintenance and maintenance
costs of synthetic floor systems, Bolidt
dares to look far ahead. Bolidt takes
that (financial) responsibility which fits
the extremely long service life of the
floor and wall systems which Bolidt
supplies. If you want certainty beforehand
concerning your total investment, choose
a maintenance contract. Bolidt then carries
out annual inspections without you having
to worry about your floor systems. Bolidt
has various models which offer insight into
the expected maintenance costs.
Investing in future generations
All materials which Bolidt uses for floor
systems are carefully selected. Bolidt pays
a lot of attention to the use, consumption
and re-use of reproduced materials. The
materials are free of chemical solvents
and are completely used when they are
applied. Even after their long service
life, the Bolidt products are suitable for

re-use. Bolidt takes their responsibility
and continues to invest in sustainable
products and processes. Because in this
way we invest in the generations after us.
Responsible products
Since foundation in 1964, Bolidt makes
maximal use of natural, non-rare raw
materials. The principle of this is that
the functionality of their systems is
completely guaranteed. With regard
to material usage, Bolidt meets the
general emission criteria; The products
do not contain solvents and there are no
annoying smells during application. This
prevents problems with the environment
and labour inspections, and possible
resulting stagnation. Furthermore, all
Bolidt floor systems are free of PVC and
plasticisers.
Besides product development, Bolidt is
innovative and trendsetting to accelerate
the application of their synthetic systems
to make that more efficient and durable.
Bolidt works according to the lean
principle: a management philosophy
aimed at eliminating waste and matters
without added value. A continual process
which is applicable to all parts of the
company.
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Bolidtop 700
®

Floors for bakeries and the confectionery
industry are carefully scrutinised. Floors
need to be not cracked or rough, and
non-slipping, pore-free and resistant to
mechanical loading. The floor system of
choice for bakeries and the confectionery
industry is the Bolidtop® 700.
Suited for heavy loading
Bolidtop® 700 is a 5 mm thick,
mechanically compounded and seamless
synthetic floor finish based on lowviscosity two component synthetic resins
which are low-odour. The floor system
features a high pressure and impact
resistance, making it extremely suitable
for heavy fork lift truck traffic and pallet
transport. Bolidtop® 700 is furthermore
scratch resistant and durable.
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Resistant to chemicals
Bolidtop® 700 resists most common
chemicals and is applied as a fluid,
according to an own developed method.
Bolidtop® 700 is supplied in a large
number of terrazzo colours.
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for each space
a specific application
Entrance
The first impression is formed in the
entrance; the showpiece of the building.
Here, colour, shape and material are of
great importance. Functionally, durability
and a good cleanability are essential. This
is because the loading of the entry zone is
high and dirt is transported by employees
and visitors from outside to inside.
Hallways
They lead hundreds of employees from
one space to the other daily. Wear
resistance is the most important property
that floors here must have. Furthermore, it
is important that the floor is easy to clean.
This is because of the traffic between
production, warehouse and other spaces,
and the extra contamination this causes.
Passage to the bordering spaces, without
thresholds, and low-maintenance features
provide optimal accessibility.
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Production spaces
In both dry and wet conditions, the floor
must be safe here. A perfect non-slip
function is crucial. Further, production

spaces place high demands on the
mechanical and chemical resistance
of floor systems and the HACCP
requirements must be taken into account.
Besides, the floor must be resistant
to intensive traffic, falling objects and
cracking influences The many types of
Bolidt floors offer a fitting and durable
solution for even the most demanding
and specific situations.
Warehouses
In a warehouse, it’s a coming and going
of pallet trucks and forklift trucks. That
is why the wear resistance of a floor
here needs to be very high. In many
cases, the floor also needs to be resistant
to extreme pressures such as with
paper storage and metal processing.
Warehouses with AGV transport require
an electrically conductive floor.
Loading and unloading areas
Loading and unloading platforms are
subjected to a lot of wear and tear. Trucks
are loaded and unloaded with fork lift
trucks and hand pallet trucks. This causes

Hygiene is extra important in a cafeteria
or restaurant; the floor must be easy to
keep clean and resistant to aggressive
cleaning materials.

an intensive loading and abrasive wear of
the floor surface. Because the loading and
unloading takes place (partly) outside, the
floors must provide sufficient grip, also in
wet conditions. A durable and non-slipping
wearing layer makes this possible.
Offices
There are other criteria for offices
than for the other factory spaces. Less
wear resistance is required, but this is
not entirely unimportant. Design and
atmosphere play a main role here. Office
spaces must be quiet and orderly, with
a pleasant ambiance. Because chairs
are moved a lot, scratch resistance is
important. Thanks to the good cleanability,
the Bolidt floors in offices can be
combined excellently with those in the
production and storage spaces.
Canteen / restaurant
The canteen, lunchroom or restaurant
may radiate relaxation. The floor plays a
decisive role here. The choice of colours
and materials have a large influence. The
floors not only have to be aesthetically
pleasing, they must also be functional.

Toilets, changing and shower
spaces
In these spaces, hygiene is of the utmost
importance. The floor must be easy
to (keep) clean. Right angles or sharp
corners which can collect dirt must be
avoided as much as possible. A rounded
and seamless transition between the
floor and wall finishing can prevent this,
Bolidt offers various finishes such as
the in-situ produced coved skirting. An
anti-fungal wall coating which is flexible
and watertight provides extra reliability.
Because of the intensive loading, the
floor must be both hygienic and wear
resistant.
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floor systems for
bakeries and the
confectionery industry
Each space requires specific features. All
Bolidt floor systems are seamless, durable,
low-maintenance and are processed insitu. Below you will find an overview of
the floor systems which Bolidt applies in
bakeries and the confectionery industry.
Bolidtop 700
This robust and aesthetically appealing
floor finishing system features a high
impact resistance. The mechanically
compacted floor with terrazzo appearance
can be very heavily loaded. The somewhat
slip resistant surface contributes to a safe
working environment.

Bolidtop® 700 TAC
Bolidtop® 700 TAC is based on Bolidtop®
700 and has an extra strong chemical
resistance as an added feature. The
system is resistant to strong organic acids
such as lactic acid and citric acid. All the
good features of the basic system - such
as the strong impact resistance and the
wear resistance - have been maintained.

Bolidtop® 700 PT
A smooth and pore-free floor finish.
This system is exceptionally mechanically
and chemically resistant. It consists of a
mechanically compacted terrazzo floor
with an extra hygienic finish. This impact
resistant floor system provides a neat
appearance.

Bolidtop® 500
Bolidtop® 500 is a poured floor system
with excellent flow characteristics. It is
mechanically strong and provides good
protection against chemicals. Besides,
it is impermeable and can be easily
maintained due to the closed and
smooth surface.

®
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Bolidtop® 700 RF
This robust floor system is both extra slip
resistant and can be heavily mechanically
loaded. The non-slip characteristic is
durable and easy to clean.

Bolicoat 50
This coating system is applied directly
to concrete and provides a uniform
coating in almost any colour. The system
is environmentally friendly due to the
use of water-based resins. It has a short
processing and drying time and is also
available in a non-slip version.
Bolidtop® 300
This seamless flow-applied floor finish
is approximately one millimetre thick
and offers extreme durability and wear
resistance. The system provides an even
and smooth finish, which hides the texture
of the substrate. It is also liquid tight and
has good resistance to chemicals.

Bolidtop® Sealer ADS
This wear resistant and transparent
coating has been specially developed
for all cement bonded layers. Bolidtop®
Sealer ADS reduces the pore volume at
the surface. This ensures that surfaces
are easier to clean and no longer
release dust.

Bolidtop® 200
This fully bonded coating system based on
extremely wear-resistant synthetic resins
has a robust layer thickness. The system
has a liquid-tight, smooth and therefore
highly cleanable surface. It also offers
excellent chemical resistance.
Bolidtop® 525
This floor finish gives the space a fresh
look and feel through a customised,
unique combination of scattered Bolidt
Decoflakes and the main colour, as well as
its seamless character. This tough elastic
system is scratch resistant, wear resistant,
comfortable to walk on and it lessens
contact noise.
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For detailed technical information, advice and applications: www.bolidt.com
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www.bolidt.com

Bolidt Synthetic Products & Systems
Nijverheidsweg 37
P.O. Box 131
3340 AC Hendrik-Ido-Ambacht
The Netherlands
T +31 (0)78 684 54 44
E export@bolidt.com

